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Don’t turn the page
until you’re ready to play!

HALT!

Supplies Needed:
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A few things to remember when playing:

1. Feel free to bend the rules. Don’t
worry about getting everything exactly
right. Just have fun.

2. Don’t save any unpurchased items. Only
save gold.

3. If you need to take a break from
the game, place everyone’s characters
and items in separate envelopes. Save
the gold and your decision card, and pack
everything else up in the book. Discard
any loose pieces.

4. With a team decision, if you can’t
agree, assign a number to each choice
and roll a die to determine the course
of action. Or just compromise. :-)
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Cut that out!
Cut out your character card and the matching standee
from the back cover. Cut your standees out at the dotted
lines, and fold at the solid lines.

Name names
Be sure to add a name. If you can’t think of anything,
simply take the first syllable of your favorite food, and
add it to the last syllable of your hometown’s name.

Abilities
You have starting numbers for your abilities. Roll a die for each ability,
and add that number to the starting number. Write the new number in
the next empty box.

Smarts: 1+5=6
Strength: 3+3=6
Sanity: 3 +4=7

Health Tabs
See those dotted lines on the side of your card?
Cut each line to create tabs. These are your
health tabs. Each time you lose any health, tear that
many tabs off of your card.
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Who are you?
Roll dice to determine your quirks. One quirk from each table.
If you have two different numbers, you can pick which number is the column,
and which is the row.

Example: If you roll a 1 and a 5 for the first table, you may select
either Father was a shape shifter or Has an extra nose.

You can draw your quirks
on the card and standee!
You can write them on your
card, but you don’t have to.

Quirks are for creating
your unique character: they
have no affect on game
play. Probably.

When you get weapons and armor,
cut out weapons and armor and
glue/tape them to your character.
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- 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 O n f i r e Being slowly eaten

by tiny cows
Has an imaginary
tiger friend

Is a pirate Has an extra nose Is afraid of every-
thing

2Has a mole on face Is half orc
in strange shape

Has musical instru-
ment stuck in head.

Has a funny talking
hat

Has a third eyeball Loves bunnies,
spikes, or spiky
bunnies

3 Has many bo d y
piercings

Out of control body
hair

Is transforming into
a bush

Not human Has tentacles Has a animal that
rides on shoulder.
Best friend.

4 Broken nose Is a cyborg Has lizard skin Has unibrow Has talking cater-
pillars for eyebrows.

May be a witch

5Father was a shape Has googlidipip
shifter

Afraid of the dark,
wears candle on
head

Being slowly eaten
by tiny camels

Has a friendly talk-
ing ant friend

Has giant earlobes

6Wears an eye patch, Has a fake fore- It’s a wig
not on an eye head on head

A zombie Infected by alien
virus

Stomach growls

- 1 2 3 4 5 6
1Carries a banana DNA crossed with a Twitchy

peel porcupine
Drinks too much
espresso out of
tiny little cups

Very, very insane Fell in love with a
rock

2Being attacked by Acne problem
tiny snakes

Skin is made of
sandpaper

Caught head in
chandelier

Has spikes Allergic to himself

3 A l l erg i c to a l l
clothing

Has one really long
side burn

Disco fever Actual fever Sweats gravy Has an evil glint
in eye

4Has a wonky glass Has an extra finger One of their organs Pointy ears
eye actually functions

on outside of body

Normal ears Constant hallucinating

5 Elbow is hurt ing
a bit

Body part pierced
against parents
wishes

Tribal tattoos on
face

Really big nostrils Knows Greek Obsessed with fin-
gernails

6 Str i p e d s k i n Spiky teeth Talking knees Being slowly eaten
by tiny sharks

So sad right now Really needs to
shower

Pick
one
from
here

...and
here
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Decision Cards
Cut out one decision card for the whole table. Simply
circle the letter/number pairs when indicated by the story.

When the game calls for a smarts/strength/
sanity roll, refer to the instructions on your
decision card.

Pick a starting item:
1. Live chicken
2. Rusty nail
3. Action figure

Cut your starting item out, and place it next to your
character card, or attach to character.

Gold
Each player should add up
their three stats, and com-
pare the number to the
chart to the right, col-
lecting the amount of gold
indicated.

Total of
all stats:

Starting
gold:

0-14 7
15-19 5
20+ 3

Choose one of the items on

the opposite page.


